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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in from
scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending this out from
time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If you have a problem
or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we will get your problem
addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved.
Update 1.0.1.70 is Available for Downloading
The updated version 1.0.1.70 is now available for download and has fixed several glitches
discovered in the NCWSA All Star format tournaments and updated other areas that we will
review for you in this edition of our newsletter.
SQL Error During Download
In version 1.0.1.69 posted last week, we experienced an error during the install that said “Error:
Performing SQL operations”. This error glitch has been solved and should not show up again. If
it does, please let us know immediately, so it can be addressed.
New Update solves Error in All Star Participant Selection
When you are scoring a NCWSA All Star tournament, the skiers to score in the “Team
Summary” panel will automatically be set to 10 skiers. If the tournament format is to use 4 skiers
scored, then you can change the number from 10 to 4 so that the Team scoring will be done
correctly.
NCWSA Scoring Panel Updated When Jump Meters Are Used
When calculating Jump distances using meters, the boat times boxes are now before the meter
reading entry fields, which is the natural flow of receiving this information from the boat first
(Jump, Pass or Fall, then boat times) and then the meter readings.
All AWSA, NCWSA and IWWF Records Updated
The records for AWSA, NCWSA and IWWF have been updated to the current approved records
for each rules set. The records are specific to each rules set and keep in mind that if you are
scoring an AWSA class “R” tournament the record panel will show you only the AWSA
National record. If an Open Men or Open Women sets a potential IWWF record, you will need
to go to > Tools > List View > select IWWF records from the drop down list and you will be
able to view the current IWWF World records. If you are scoring the tournament using IWWF
rules, then the IWWF World records will appear in the records panel.
Live Web Scoring Can Now Post to a Twitter Account
A new, optional feature has been added to the Live Web scoring dialog so that you can post the
tournament scores to Twitter. You can use a default account or an account of the users choosing.
If you have an Internet connection, the Live Web scoring is a great way to keep the skiing family
informed.

That’s it for now and I hope your new season is getting closer and you are ready to go have fun.

